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INTRODUCTION 

It is a well-known fact that in China there are associations of merchants resembl

ing, in some degree, the guilds of the middle ages in Europe~ formed around the 

buildings called " hui-kuan " -®" jg or ~' kung-so " ,0 }i)T; that during the Ch'ing 

period they flourished most ; and_ ~hat since the close of that period they have ceased 

to be as active as before, and yet they are still numerously found in China. As . 

the buildings where the members of those associations meet are called "hui-kuan" 

or " kung-so ", the associations themselves are often called " hui-kuan "· or " kung

s-o" by many Japanese and Europeans, and also called Chinese guilds by European 

scholars for they resemble the European organisations of that nam·e. Regarding 

the conditions of the organisations during the Ch'ing period,· especially at the 

close of the period, there are many studies by Occidental as w_ell as by Japanese 

scholars, but there has been long felt a want in the studies on the origin and early 

history of the organisations. In the uth year ofTaish'o * lE (1922), a study on the 

buildings known by the rtame of" hui.,.kuan ", and the origin of the name, was 

published by my friend Prof. Sei w ADA %i:I 133 m. (l) Though it was rather a short 

lecture, it may be regarded as the very first hist~rical research ever published on the 

s·ubject. In the second year of Showa ag ;f;l=J (1927), the present writer also pub

lished a study entitled "On the Associations of Merchants in the T'ang and the 

(1) Prof. Sei WADA: ( On the Origin of the Hui-kuan and the Kung-so) -w ffi'.f 0 Bir V n:!; WJf vc '? 

V' L, Shzgaku-zasshi, Vol. 33, No. IO. 
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.Sung Periods" m * ~ 1t vc ~ l1 Q t6.i A *Jl. % fi vc "'J 0 ---c in which I tried to 

prove that in the T'ang m and the Sung * periods there already existed some 

:sorts of organisation, which might be regarded as the for~runners of the "hui

kuan" or "kung-so." Having continued my studies on the subject since, how

•ever, I have come to find some· faults with my previous studies, and also some 

points have come to my notice upon·which some new light can be thrown. This 

pape.r is intended to present those points. 

CHAPTER I 

Hang as the Streets of the Same Trade 

In the T'ang and the Sung periods, the merchants' ·associations were known 

by the name of" hang" fi, but the term "hang" was also used in the sense of a 

_street or street block consisting of shops dealing in the same goods or engaged in 

the same trade. As there is reason to believe that the associ?,tions originated in 

such a street of shops of the same trade, we will take up, first, considerati~n of the 

" hang " in this sense, and examine the passages where it is mentioned. 

The T'ai-p'ing-:yii-lan ;l( 45. Jp 1:,(1) which was edited at the beginning of the 

Sung period, quoting the Hsi-ching-chi g!j ;~ ~c:, says,: 

g!j JJt ~2, Et, JRfl5 JJ~f~ m, JR E81¥i ~t, m = :ljj Z :l'th, ITT! 1m lb~.=: ri, J:l$ }t 

.::: W ~ + =liI, ~tr~ Wfi, ~~-

X s, 7( * ;~ 1P, ITTi ~ 3ft 4fJI, Tif Am~~' •f~ ~ ~'f Z, ffi: 71k {f fn~ f1f fi, J: 

:E.fil g~ Ti5, ~ ,fi..~ $ J'f k; llr-~ fm ~,If!~ "ff. Blt, A.1/w $ !&t, ~ ~-

" According to the Hsi-ching-chi, the Feng-tt1-shih JJl #~ m of the Eastern 

capital occupies an area of two fang :l;/5, or blocks. Each of the four sides of 

the walled area is provided with three gates. · There are some three hundred 

and twelve ' ti ' (.It~) or warehouses in all, and a hundred ' hang '." 

"The Hsi-ching-chi says again, 'In the sixth year of T a-yeh * * ( 610 A. D.) 

when various barbarian tribes came to pay homage to the emperor, they asked 

(1) The T'ai-p'ing-yii-lan *2P-f~Ht, Vol. 191, Section of the Shih j'p. 
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him to grant them permission .to engage in barter in the shih m, which the 

Emperor Yang-ti r~ 1t granted. Hereupon all the shops of the hang were 

repaired and decorated, the ware houses repaired, and the roofs of the houses 

were made even in height. Excellent goods were piled up, and finely dressed 

people busily came and went." 

The two passages were, according to the T'ai-p'ing-yii-lan, derived from the 

Hsi-ching-chi, but the name of the Hsi-ching-chi is, I believe, probably a corruption 

of the Liang-ching-chi m ~ ~c, that is, the Liang-ching-hsin-chi m Ji{ 5('.fr ~c by WEI SHU 

1jt ~ of the T'ang pe,riod.(1l (It will be discussed more in detail in notes, but let 

it suffice here to state that it will be easily guessed, even simply from their allusion 

to the Eastern capital Ji{ f~ in the text, that the passages do not refer to the Western 

.capital r-j }I{.) The Eastern capital was no other than Lo-yang ff ~' and Feng-

(1) The name of the Hsi-ching-chi g!Liiti'12 appears also in the T'ai-p'ing-yu-lan, in its Yin-shu-mu 
§l½ ~ or list of the references; and again in the Sui-shu Ching-chi-chih ill½~fiL'&, the Chiu
t'ang-shu l-wen-chih lff,lftiiii3t*, Volume1,and the Hsin-t'ang-shu l-wen-chihWf!iitiii3t*· 
The last two books even give as its author the name of HsrnH MING gi~. However, considering that 
the books mentioned, in the Hsin- and the Chiu-t'ang-shu, preceding and following the name of 
the Hsi-ching-chi, are all books by writers of the Six Dynasties -;fr.~· period, the Hsi-ching-chi may 
well be regarded as a work of the same period. Consequently the so-called Hsi-ching-chi in 
which references are made to the Fepg-tu-shih of Lo-yang in the Sui period and to the reign of the 
Emperor Yang-ti of Sui during the era of Ta-yeh, is most probably not the ~bove-me~tioned Hsi
ching-chi of HsrnH MING. The l-wen-chih of the Hsin-t'ang-shu and that of the Sung-shih 51s: Ee. 
mention WEI SHu'sLiang-ching-hsin-chi m J.i0¥Ti'1c, while the T'ai-p'ing-yu-lan gives WEI SHu's Tung
ching~tsa-chi JI'{ Y.lt s?;tHii:l and WEI SHU' s Hsi-ching-hsin-chi i§ )jt WT 1'1i:l in its list of references. The 
present author is inclined to think that prqbably WEI SHu originally wrote two books, the Tung
ching-tsa-chi and the Hsi-ching-hsin-chi i§ ».:WT 1'12, but later the two books were collected into one 
volume by somebody else, and came to be called Liang-chin-hsz'n-chi m )?-: Wf Jc. CHAO Yih,-wEI 
jl1!7?i%n, a ,writer of the Sung period, refer~ing in his Yun-lu-man-ch'ao ~~~i!J', Vol. 2, to 

Ch'ang-an N: !J;:, says: "The book is based on old charts and WEI SHu's Hsi-ching-hsz'n-clzi" 
£,Ujffffl,&Jjt~jffi)jtfi:l~:zls:, ~~- The Hsi-ching-chi herein referred to was 1;10 doubt a part of the 
Liang-ching-hsin-chi, or the Hsi-ching-hsin-chi, as it is called in the T'ai-p'z'ng-yii.-lan. As the Hsi
ching-hsin-chi came to be called by the abridged form of Hsi-ching-chi, so the L£ang-ch£ng-hsin-chi 
also, I believe, came to be called by the abridged form of Liang-ching~chi; and the Hsi-ching-chi men
tioned in the T'ai-p'ing-yii-lan, Vol. 191, section of Shih, was clearly a corruption of this Liang-ching
chi. As is indicated in the text it may be easily proved, from its reference' to the Feng-tu-shih of the 
Eastern capital JI( ;/ill ~ii-rr.f in spite of its explicit remark, "the Hsi-ching-chi says i§!.iCfc l=l ", that the 
Hsi-ching-chi mentioned in the T'ai-p'z'ng-yu-lan, Vol. 191, section of Shih, must be a misnomer of the 
Liang-ching-chi which contained both the Hsi-ching-chi and the Tu_ng-ching-tsa-chi. 
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tu-shih was the appellation of the shih used in the Sui period, it being called N an-shih 

p+j m during the T'ang period. The first of the above two passages which are 

believed to have been taken from the Lian,g-ching-chi refers, it will be clear, to the 

Feng-tu-shih as it was in the Sui period, while the second passage also must be re

garded as describing mainly the conditions of Feng-tu-shih, the most flourishing 

of the shih of Lo-yang of the day, for in the sixth year of Ta-yeh mentioned in the 

passage the Emperor. Yang-ti of Sui was staying in Lo-yang and the various bar

barians of the outlying districts paid tributes to the emperor. Again the Yiian

ho-nan-chih 5t M ~~ 7D~(l) has the following passage in the section giving descriptions 

of Lo-yang during the T'ang period. 

"Nan-shih, as it was called during the T'ang period, was called Feng-tu-shih 

during the Sui period. The shih occupies an area of two f ang(2l or blocks. 

There were in it one hundred and twenty hang, comprising more than three 

thousand ' ssii' !It or shops. Inside the walls on the four sides of the area 

there were more than four hundred 'tien' fi5 or warehouses, which were all 

filled up with piles of goods." 

... m r-M rrr, r~ s tHm m, * Es r-r1 ;1~, m = tJ5 ;t. ttf:!, ;Jt 01 ~ s = + fi, 

:::: +11Hlf, ITT! ~if~ ITT! s~ m, ~ Wri W ffl, ~~-

The Yiian-ho-nan-chih 5t M 1¥j ;s was edited during the Yuan period, and its 

description of Lo-yang· iii the T'ang period, being chiefly based upon the Ho-na11-

chih M rlg° 7D~ by SuNG MIN-CHIU * ~ :>Jt of the Sung period, may be regarded as a 

trustworthy account. The " ti " ..!l~ mentioned ih the so-called Hsi-ching-chi and th,e 

"tien" ,-g referred to in the Yiian-ho-nan-chih, denote, it will readily be seen, one and 

tbe same thing in the two passages, and among the various things that can be denoted 

by these words, in the. two passages above both refer to a storehouse. As the 

(1) Yiian-ho-nan-chi/1, Vol. I. 

(2) The Chinese city, of the T'ang period, usually had its interior divided into scores of fang :!;o 

and one or two shih m, and both the fang and the shih were surrounded with walls, which contained 

houses within. This was a practice inherited from ancient times ; but with the decay of the institution 

of the shih, the practice also ceased to exist. 
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'' ssu " 1$ mentioned in the above passage of the Yiian-ho-nan-chih denotes a store, 

the hang in the same passage signifies, it will be apparent, a street ):>lock consisting 

of shops engaged in the same trade, which again enables us to infer that the "hang" 

mentioned in the so-called Hst-ching-chi denotes the same thing. There is a slight 

difference in the wording between the description of hang in the Hsi-ching-chi in ques-

. tion and ,that in the Yiian-ho-nan-chih, but the passages in the two books apparently 

describe all but the same situati9n : that in the period extending from the Sui to 

the T'ang dynasty the shih m of Lo-yang was provided with hundreds of warehouses 

running along the inner. side of the walls of the area, and there was in the. interior 

a sort of street called hq.ng, consisting of scores of shops. Again, the Yiian-ho-nan

chih, <1l describing Ta-tung-fang * 1WJ t}J of Lo-yang in the T'ang period, says: 

"In the sixth year of Ta-yeh of Sui, Ta.:.tung-shih * 1WJ m was removed to 

this area ·which used to be known by the name of Chih-yeh-fang ;fylfr ~ -Jjj. The 

shih m, four Ji _Ii in circumference, had four gites, was provided with one 

hundred and forty-one warehouses, and comprised sixty-six hang consisting 

of shops dealing in goods." 

From this it will be conj~ctured that the Ta-tttng-shih of Sui was laid out in a way 

not much different from the Feng-tu-shih of the T'ang period. 

The Ch'ang-an-chih fi: 'ii; ~(2l edited by SUNG Mrn-cmu * tt }]t, which con

tains detailed descriptions of the walled city of Ch'ang-an, has the following to say 

about the Tung-shih 3ft m of the city : 

" There are in the shih two hundred and twenty hang fi, and the hang are 

surrounded on four sides with warehouses which are filled with rare and curious 

goods of the whole country." 

(1) Ibid. 

(2) Ch'ang-an-chih, Vol. 8. 
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En-nin 1£11=, a Japanese Buddhist priest who went over to T'ang and pilgri

maged throughout the country for the study of Buddhism, writes in his Nitt8-

guh8-:iunreik8ki J.... fJf >it~~ nit fi !2.<1l or Travel · Sketches of Pilgrimage through 

T'ang, in the section of the Third Year of Hui-ch'ang wr ~ (843 A. D.) : 

"At midnight a fire broke out in the Tung-shih JR rrf, and twelve hang 

comprising four thousand shops, west of the Ts'ao-men Gate 1.f F5, were 

· burnt down." 

1i.:::: w!, * mx x,-~t * n-r, w r, w, ~ + = fi, im+ ~ ~-
It is doubtful if four thousand was a correct figure of the shops actually· com-

posing the twelve hang, but it still gives us an idea of the size: of those hang that con

sisted of a large number of shops. In its passages ·relating to the Hsi-shih ~ m, 
the Ch'ang-an-chih does not make any mention of hang, but as it states that the condi

tions of the shops and warehouses of the shih were the same as in the Tung-shih, 

we can· be certain that there 171ust have been hang in the Hsi-shih as well as in the 

Tung~shih. 

If we examine various literature of the T'ang period, we will come across the 

names of some particular hang. K'ANG PIEN ~ ~ tells in. his Chi-tan-lu IIJ ~ ~' <2l 

for example, that he went to a Jou-hang ~] fi or butchers' hang to buy a head of a 

white cow to obtain material for medicine. The Ch'ien-s~n-tzu ¥i: ~ -=f-<3l by Wm 

T'rNG-YIN ii. Jg~ says that there was a very deverfortune-teller named Fan-sheng 

?[ §:., in the t'ieh-hang ~JGfi or ironware hang. The Liang-ching-hsin-chi ffi Ji( 5ffr !2. 

by WEI Situ refers to a great i-hang i-Z fi or clothing hang· in the Hsi-shih of Ch'ang

an. In the I-shih ~ _§e. <4l by Lu-rzu Jilt r is mentioned the name of the ch'iN

p' ei-hang ;~ t~ti fi or bridle and saddlery hang. The Ch'ien-sun-tzu ¥t: }~ -=f-< 5l gives 

(1) The Nitto-gubo-junreikoki (The Travel Sketches of the Pilgrimage through the T'ang 

Empire), Vol. 4. 

(2) The Clii-tan-lu, Part I. 

(3) The Ch'ien-sun-tzu quoted in the T'ai-p'ing-kuang-chi, Vol. 261. 

(4) The 1-shih quoted in the_,T'ai-p'ing-kuang-chi, Vol. 157. 

(5) The Ch'ien-sun-tzu quoted in the T'ai-p'ing-kuang-chi, Vol. 243. 
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the name of the ch'eng-hang ff fi or the scale and measure hang as well as chiian

hang *~ ff or silk hang. The Nitto-guho-junreikoki A n!f :::Jt i:k ~ ff~ fi i2.(1) above

mentioned tells a story that when a Taoist priest presented to the emperor a memorial 

enumerating vari~us rare medicines to take so that one might become an immortal 

wizard, the Emperor Wu-tsung "iEt ff~ ordered those medicines to be secured at the 

yao._hang ~t fr or medicine hang. The above-mentioned hang, ·i. e. the butchers' 

hang, the ironware hang, the clothing hang, the bridle and saddlery hang, the scale 

and measure hang, the silk hang, and the medicine hang must have been among the 

two hundred and twenty hang that constituted the. Hsi-shih of Ch'ang-an and each 

of the hang must have formed a street block. . 

Thus Jou-hang must have signified a street of butcher's shops, t'ieh-hang a street 

of ironware shops, i-hang a street_ of shops of clothing, ch'iu-pei.:.hang a street of 

shops of bridles and saddlery, ch'eng-hang a street of shops of scales and measures, 

chiian-hang a street of draper's shops, andyao-hang a street of medidtie shops. It 

can then be inferred that hang was a street consisting of shops of the merchants 

engaged in the s~me trade, and the size of a hang, or the number of the shops that 

constituted a hang, differed according to trade, varying from less than ten to several 

scores .. There can be no doubt that a hangwas nothing less than an aggregation of 

shops engaged in the same trade. It was probably the same, there is reason to 

believe, with the hang of the Nan-shih T¥.i m of Lo-yang. 

As for the names of t1?,e hang in- the cities other than Ch'ang-an, they can be 

ascertained to some extent. Lr MEI$ :ft of the T'ang period says in his Tsuan-i-chi 

~ ~ !c.(2) that at the Spring festival of the Mausoleum of Wu-tai-po' ~~{Et in 

Su-chou I/ii HI the headman of the chin-yin-hang ~ ii fi or gold and silver smith 

hang made an offering to the deity of a picture depicting the figure of a beautiful 

woman. The Yu-yang-tsa-tsu Im ~I ~t 9Jl <3l by TuAN Ctt'ENG-SHIH ~ ft\( :et has a pas-

(1) TbeNitt6-gub6-junreik6ki, Vol. 4. 

(2) The T suan-i-chi', quoted in the T'ai-p'ing-yi7-lan, Vol. 280. 

(3) The Yu-yang-tsa-tzu, Second Series~*' Vol. 3, Section of Chih-no-kao ~ u! JjL 
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sage to the effect that the son of a municipal clerk of Y ang-tzu-hsien ti q:. ½[j}f,, Yang

<:hou t~ fM buried the ·remai11s of a woman in the ditch to the west of the yii-hang 

~ fi or fish hang. fo the Hsii-hsiian-kttai-Ju· ~ "Jz: •/~ ~(1l of Lr Fu-YEN ~~ @: ~, 

±eference is made to the t'sai.,.hang * fi or vegetable· hang of Sung-ch'eng-hsien * :y£ 

WJf.,(2l Sung-chou * fl'J. It is to be ·noted that the above three passages do not 

·mention " shih " · in connection with the hang. However, in. China in the period 

,extending from the Ch'in * and Han~- dynasties to the T'ang Mf dynasty, there 

were in the cities one or more fixed business quarters, called " shih " m, where 'the 

merchants as a rule were used to have their shops. The shih mentioned· above in 

conne~tion with Ch'ang-an and Lo-yang were of such nature, while such. shih was 

-an established ·institution not only in large cities lik:e Lo-yang and Ch(ang-an but 

=also in every city which . was a seat of pref~ctural or provincial government. 

Therefore, ·su-chou ]i!JHM, Yang-tzu-hsien t~ -=t- ~' and Sung-ch'eng-hsien *=!rt{~' 
mentioned above, must have had their shih, so the gold and silver hang, fish hang 

and vegetable hang mentioned in connection with these cities, should be regarded 

:as streets of silver a11-cl gold merchants·, of fish mongers, and of vegetable merchants. 

'To sum up the argument, in the T'ang period the merchants grouped themselves 

:according to the sort of articles they dealt in~ forming what was called" hang?? (fi), 

·and the shihin the capital and the' cities in other parts of the country were comp9sed 

of a large number of hang. 

MINAMOTO-No-S:arTAGo ilmJl[l; a Japanese writer of the Hei-an .2j5. '-Ji: period, 

has· the following _passage in his Wamyo-ruijit-sho 5]:l::J 45 ~ ~ 1p :(3l 

" The T'ang Code requires every s sit !"ft of all shih. m to put up its sign.". 

(r) The Ting-hun-tien 5E ~ $, a novel in the Hsii-hsuan-kuai-lu ffl ::!z: ·II&!, contained in the 
T'ang-jen-hsiao-shuo jf A 1], IDt; published by the Shen-chou-kuo-kuang-she, ffi$1H ~ 76 ,ri±, Shanghai, 
in 1932. 

(2) Shigeshi KA To: Toso-jidai-no-ichi jf * ~')j:1-1;; Q) m (Shih during the T'ang and Sung Periods), 
a paper included in the Collected Papers in Commemoration of the late Tokuzo Fukuda )iii EE! ti=, 
Doctor of Law. 

(3) Wamyo-ruiju-sho, Vol. 3, section on dwellings. 
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However, . Ekisai KARIYA 3~ :a--~ ~ who annotated M:i:NAMOTO-NO-SHITAG6' s book 

in · his Wain_)'o-rttiju-sho-senchu 5fi:J q5 jJf ~ fY ~ tt, points out· that, seeirig that the 

code of the Y6r6-ry6 ~ ~ ~ of similar nature of Ja pan reads,·" Every' :rhi (~t ssu) 

of all ichi(m shih) puts up a sign to show the name of the ko (fi hang)/' (fL m ~ I~ 

if t,~ ~ fr ,15,) the original text from which the above passage of the Wa11ry6-ruiju

sh6 was· taken, probably contai11ed, there is reason to believe, the two ·letters ko-mei 

fi ,15 at the end of the passage; as in the code of the Y6r6-ry6. I oelieve· this view 

is correct. The letter Ilt (ssu) in the above two passages~ is, as will be explained in 

full, synonymous with the letter fi (hang). My inference is that probably in the 

T'ang period each hang used to have at its entrance a sigrt giving its name, like 

~' Chiian-Hang" or "T'ieh-Hang ", etc., and. that though fr is doubtful whether 

this ·practice was really in effect throughout the country, yet· in large cities like 

Ch'ahg-:-a11 and Lo-yang artd many others, it could be maintained as long as the 

powet of the T'ang dynasty could be felt, that is, during the first half of the T'ang 

period. 

It must be mentioned in this connection that in the T'ang ·period the word 

shih m also sometimes signified hang, hence the word jhih,' besides ·expressing the 

business quarterd of a· city~ was sometimes used in the ·sense of a street within the 

business quarters. A couple of instances in question can. be seen in the· Hsii-hsiian

kuai-lu m '¾ tI: Mk where the word" ts'ai-shih ":SR: m is· used in place of "ts'ai-hang " 

5R: fi, and in the Sung-ch'ing-chuan * fM 1J1?:<1) where lts author LIU . TsuNG-YUAN 

tPP.* ft, referring to the yao-hang ~ ff or medicine hang of the Hsi-shih of Ch'.ang

an, writes ; 1ao-shih J~ rp. 

The street of shops of the same trade, as has been described above, existed also 

in the Sung period, and was called hang fi or shih m, or sometimes t'uan Jm. These 

names are often come across ·ih the Tung-ching-meng-hua-lu· 5f':[ ,,?- ft* t~ which de

scribes the conditions of K'a1-fet.1.g f}fi M, the capital in its closing years of North 

(1) The Liu-ho-tung-chi. First Series :iE~, Vol. 17. 
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Sung ~~ * period, and the Fan-sheng-!tt ~ Et~ il, the Tu~ch'eng-chi-sheng ;Jf~ =!7k mB Bt~, 

the Meng-Jiang-Ju Jt ·~ ~' the Wir-lin-chiu-shih '.tit f,{( 11 ~l, and the Hsien-ch'tm-lin

an-chih ]elt ~ ~ !Ji: ;t--;-, which all contain descriptions of Lin-an Im !Ji:, the capital of 

South Sung r-r-f ;;j~, and also in the geographical monographs of prefectures and dis

tricts of South Sung. It must be borne in mind, however, in this connection that in 

the Sung period the place where the merchants, buyers and sellers were assembled 

to do business, i.e. the market, was called hang, shih or t'ttan, and it was probably due 

to this circumstance that in the T'ang period a market was held in the streets of 

shops· of the same trade, that is, hang. Evidences tend to show that in the Sung 

period also the hang was often the scene of holding a market. The kuo-tzu-hang 

* -=f- fi or fruits· hang in K'ai-feng f}rJ M was an instance i.ti question, and according 

to the Tung-ching-meng-hua-lu Ji{}}{~* ~{,<1) the kuO-tzu-hang * r fi stood for a 

street of shops selling fruits or flowers, or a place where a flower and fruit market 

was held. However~ a market was not always held at a hang in the Sung period, a 

situation that ha~ to be explained by the decline of the T'ang system of shz'h that 

allotted a special space as business district where all shops were to be situated. The shih 

ITT institution began to decline about the middle of the T'ang period, and completely 

broke down in the latter half of the North Sung period, bringing about the redistribu

tion of shops within a city in one or the other of the following two ways. Either 

various kinds of shop were mixed up in a street without any restriction; or shops of 

the same trade, though freed from the regulation that required them to be situated 

within the shih m, still continued to be grouped together here and there within the 

city. It was in the second case only that a market was held, in a street of shops of 

the same trade; and in the first case when shops of the same trade were scattered 

over the city, a market would be held on the bank of a river, at the approach of a 

bridge, or the space inside or outside a walled gate where access was easy, and was 

called by the name of hang fr, shih ITT, or t'uan ~' wherever it was held. Thus it 

(r) Tung-ching-meng-hua-lu, Vols. 2 and 3. 
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will be seen that hang or shih in the above-mentioned Tung-ching-meng-hua-lu and 

other books of the Sung period, do not always refer to a street consisting of shops 

of the same trade. 

The Me"ng-hua-lu ~ ~ ~{(1) mentions : 

The Chiang-hang It fr or Ginger Hang ; 

The Sha-hm~g *$ fi or Silk Gauze Hang. 

The Hsien-ch'tm-lin-an-chih !@x, l!fj. lfrfh 'ii: Jit(2l gives the names of: 

The Yao-shih Ji m or Medicine Shih ; 

The Hua-shih 1E n'f or Flower Shih; 

The Chtt-tzu-shih ~ r m or Pearl Shih ; 

The Mi-shih * m or Grain Shih; 

The ]ott-shih ~ T11·or Butcher's Shih; 

The T'-sai-shih 5R m or Vegetable Shih; 

The Hsien-yii-shih ff.t~ ~ fr or Fresh Fish Hang; 

The Y ii-hang i-.4, fi or Fish Hang; 

The N an-chu-hang m ~ fi or the South Pig Hang; 

The Pei-chu-hang ::!~ ti fi or the North Pig Hang; 

The Pu-hang 1Jj fi or the Linen Hang ; 

The Hsieh-hang mfff: fr or the Crab Hang ; 

The Htta-t'itan -;{E Ml or the Flower T'uan ; 

The Ch'ing-kuo-t'uan w * Ml or the Fresh Fruits T'ttan; 

The Kan-tzu-t'uan #!" r Ml ot the Orange T'uan ; 

The Hsiang-t'uan ~ Ml or the Dried Fish T'uan, etc. 

The Wu-ti-chi-hou-chi ~ :i'ili n2 * ~ gives : 

The Thzg-hang iJ fi or Nail Hang; 

The Ch'a-hang 5k fi or Tea Hang; 

(1) Ibid., Vol. 2. 

(2) Hsien-ch'un-lin-an-chih, Vol. 19 

(3) Wu-chiin-chih, Vol. 6. 
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The Y ii-hang ffi,, fi or Fish Hang, etc. 

The W u-chiin-chi ~ lJ·i Jl,';' gives : 

The Yii-han_g chiao ffe,, fi ~ or Fish-hang-bridge; 

The Ktto-tzu-hang * -=f fi or Fruits Hang; 

The Mi-hang * fi or Grain Hang. 

The Pao-ch'ing-ssk-ming-chih j" ~ rm l:IJI JB;(l) gives : 

The Ts'ung-hang-ch'iao i&: fi ~ or Onion-hang-bridge; 

The Chu-hang-ch'iao tT fi 11,il} or Bamboo-hang-bridge. 

The K'ai-ch'ing-ssu-ming-chih fJ¥.1 !: Im l:IJI ~(2
> gives : 

The Hua-hang :;f E fi or Flower Hang ; 

The Fan-hang 'filz fi or Restau'rant Hang; 

The Chu-hang tt fi or Bamboo Hang. 

The Ching-ting-chien-k'ang-chih ~ ~ ~ ~ mf-(3l gives, among others, the following: 

The Yii-shih ffi,, m or Fish Shih ; 

The Ku-shih ~ m or Grain Shih; 

The Sha-shih &b m or the Silk Gauze Shih; 

The Yin-hang il fi or the Silver Smith Hang ; 

The Hua-hang ?t. fi or the Flower Hang ; 

The Chih-hang jj fi or the Live Chicken Hang. 

As I have explained above, these names did not always stand for a street of 

shops of the same trade, but sometimes meant a market of ·some_ particular goods 

held in some convenient lot. Evidences found in the Meng-liang-fu(4l show that 

the Mi-shih * m, the Hsiang-t'uan ~ Ml, the ]ou-shih ~ rn and others mentioned in 

the Hsien-ch'un-lin-an-chih, were mere markets. However, I am inclined to believe 

that most of the above-mentioned names were at once a street of shops of the same 

(1) Pao-ch'ing-ssu-ming-chih, Vol. 4. 

(2) K'ai-ch'ing-ssu-ming-chih, Vol. 7. 

(3) Ching-ting-chien-k'ang-chih, Vol. 16. 

(4) M~ng-lz'ang-lu, Vol. 16. 
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trade and a location where a market was held. In an epitaph on a monument, that 

was written in the fifth year of Ming-ch'ang 1'1)3 ~ of Chin~ (the fifth year of Shao

hsi m Jq~, during the reign of the Emperor Kuang-tsung 7t * of Sung, I 194 A. D.), 

and which is contained in the Pa-ch'iung-shih-chin-shih-ptt-cheng )\ ~ ~ ~ 151fB ]::,(1) 

there is a remark to the effect that there was the Yin-hang-chieh &N ff 1~ or a silver 

smith hang street in Ching-chao }It ~Is which in the T'ang period formed a part of 

Ch'ang.:.an. The Yin-hang-chieh was the name of a street, and although it is doubt

ful whether at the time of writing the epitaph the street still actually formed a silver 

hang, there is no doubt that it once was, and it was probably at least a street con

sisting of the shops of silver merchants. Hsu TrNG 1i ~' a writer of the South 

Sung period, tells in his Hei-ta-shih-liao ~ ~i ~JJ mi that when he was . dispatched 

to the court of the Emperor Tai-tsung A* of Mongol, on a mission of the Em

peror Li.:.tsung J~ * of South Sung, he found at Yen-ching ~ }It what was called 

the Chiao-hsiieh-hang ~ ~ fi, and also what was called the Ch'i-erh-hang z.: !ffi fi, 

and that the former was a place where a number of schools were situated, i.e. a 

street of schools, and the latter a place filled with beggars' hovels. The hang, as 

is used here, probably derived its m~aning from the usage of the term in the sense 

of a street of shops of the same trade. To sum up, in the Sung period a breakdown 

of the shih took place, and brought about the. collapse of the .. institution of hang ; 

but still the practice of grouping together in a street the shops engaged in the same 

trade was to some extent retained, and such a street was called by the name of hang 

fi or shih m.(2) 

I wish to make a brief mentiori about the numbers of hang tha~ are found in 

the literature of the T'ang and Sung periods. A passage in the T'ai-p'ing:Jii-lan that 

is believed to have been quoted from the Liang-ching~hsin-chi gives roo as the number 

of the hang in Lo-yang; the Ch'ang-an-chih gives 220; a passage in the Yiian-ho-nan-

(r) Pa-ch'iung-shih-chin-shih-pu-cMng, Vol. 126, Ching-chao-fu-t'i-hsiieh-so-t'ieh-pei. Jjt J[S Jf.f 

1:JZ: ~ Yr IP1~ ~~-
(2) The To-so-jidai-no-ichi above. 
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chih which is believed to have been based upon SuNG Mrn-cmu's Ho-nan-chih, gives 

the number as 120 or 66. The Tu-cheng-chi-sheng t]) :gk i%B Bi~ which we have not 

had a chance to quote yet, gives 414, and the Chin-hsien-chih ~ *91~ ft!!,, a drama of 

the Yiian period, mentions 120. The word hang later came to signify the kind of 

trade. T'IEN Jv-:cn'ENG E8 if;:, nx; of the Ming period who wrote the Hsi-huj1ii-lan-

. chi-yii g!j Ji~ ~ ~ ~ t~<1) and the author of the novel P'ai-an-ching-ch'i fS ~ I! *<2) 

which was written in the closing period of the Ming dynasty,. use the word in this 

sense, mentioning 3 60 hang. lrt China at present they use such an expression as 3 6 

hang, 72 hang, or 3 60 hang, when they want to refer to the great varieties of trades. In 

view of these facts, I am inclined to believe that the number of the hang in a shih m 
r oo hang or 120 hang for instance, as is found in the literature of the T'ang and· Sung 

periods, was meant to denote not the actual number of the hang, but the great 

number of the varieties of trades as well as the streets of shops of the same trade. 

One hundred and twenty hang is an expression most often found in the literature 

of the T'ang and Sung periods, and is believed, as has been just pointed out, to 

have been most commonly used to express the great number of hang. It is a 

number that can be obtained by dividing 3 60 by three, and 3 60 is a number that 

can be obtained by multiplying 36 by ro, and 36 was a favourite number with the 

Chinese of ancient times, as can be seen in such expressions as Thirty-six Constella

tions 'g, 'Thirty-six Pla~s it, and Thirty-six Lakes ID;l; The present writer does not 

mean to say that the idea of 3 6 hang and 3 60 hang was anterior to the idea of 120 hang, 

but what he means is that the number r 20 was conceivably derived from the num

bers 3 6 and 3 60. All the existent editions of the Ch~ ang-an-chih :&: !Ji! ;it; mention 

220 hang, but the number is probably a mistake for 120 hang. 

The hang originally stood for a street consisting of shops of the same trade, 

but at the close of the T'ang period shops composing a hang were not restricted to 

those of the same trade, but apparently included shops of different trades, as we 

(r) The Hsi-hu-yu-lan-chih-yii, Vol. 250. 

(2) The P'ai-an-ching-ch'i, Vol. 8. 
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can see from a story in the I-shih ~ £1:, a novel written in the closing days of T'ang, 

referring to a spree at a public house situated in the Ch'iu-p'ei-hang f,f,l( fjfi fi, or the 

Saddlery Hang in the Hsi-shih of Ch'ang-an. With the decay of the institution of the 

shih in the closing days of T'ang, some shops came to be located in the fang tfj which 

was outside the Hsi- an~ Ttmg- shih, though close to them, and according t~ the Pei

li-chih ~~ _m ~' some G,hiao-chieh-p'u ~ »ii @"m or coloured silk textile shops were found 

in the I-yangjang 1[ ~i tfj, while the Timg-ch'iieh-shih }& M £1:_ says that there 

were some shops dealing in gold, silver and precious stones in the Yen-shou

fang !@ 3 tfj. These are among the instances to show that a group of shops of 

the same trade, though they may not have been many in number, was located out-

~ide a hang. With the complete collapse in the Sung period ofthe shih, the tendency 

shqwed an increase of more shops being located outside a hang, instances of which 

can be numerously found in the Tung-ching-meng-hua-lu and the Meng-Jiang-Ju. Thus 

the " purity of a hang " was impaired in the middle of the T'ang. period when the 

institution of the shih began to break down; and in the Sung period when the.insti

tution completely gave way, the tendency was rapidly accelerated. 

CHAPTER II 

Hang as an Association of Merchants (I) 

The proprietors of the shops that composed a hang organised themselves into 

an association ; and the association itself was also called hang, and the merchants 

that belonged to the association were known by the name of hang-Jeng, hang-shang 

fi °fb6j, hang-hu fi p, or hang-chia fi ~- The Chiu-t'ang-shu Shih-huo-chih 1!Y JM I= 

if 1~ ~ cites an Imperial edict issued in the first year of Chien-ching ~ i=p (780 

A. n.) with the object of preventing the rise of prices of rice, providing that 

the hang1"en of the Tung- and Hsi-shih would have 100,000 tan ::fi each of rice 

and barley. sold to them by the government, which they should sell to the people 

at low prices. The hang-Jen referred to here was, there is reason to believe, probably 
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a merchant _of the mi-hang, ~hat is; a m·erchant of a ~ice,..dealers' street, and at the same 

time a merch~p.t thatbeioriged to the rice merchants' .association.· Books published 

iri the Sung. period cortt_ain ·a large number of such expressions as hang-shang, hang

jen, and hang-hu, e:x:ainples of wllich will be given 1ater, and let it suffice to mention 
' . . 

.here that these terms· probably meant" sometimes a merchant whose shop belonged 

to a street ·of shops· of the same trade, ·afid ·also a merchant who belonged to some 

merchants' associatiqn ; or som.'.etirnes especially the latter ; but after the institution 

.of the shih collapsed, I believe.that the word was probably used mostly in the sense 

··of a--~erchant wh_p·beloriged·to.some·merchants'association.· There are.also found 

-in. the literature· qf this field s9me: such expressions: as hcmg-p'u fi-~m~-- h~ng:.huo fi jt, 

-~ndhantrtso1tf{jL: .. ~Ffu:~r-ij'.m.E:_a1JJ:ii1~hsi ~Jrti, that is,·s_hop-; and-htto·1-fand tso {Ip 

botlurieant coriim~rr~aLg,o:Ods: ·; We also_ come across an expression ''hang-Ian" 

ff i]Ki, which meant cheap goods. 
\ 

A hang-t'ou fi irn, hang-shou fi 1t or hang-lao fi ;13 was appointed as the head of 

ha11gff .. .It isJikely thfi:! at fi~st these names signified the headman of a street of shops 

of the same trade,. ,as, . .well as-. t1:J.°e h_ead oftl:ie association which was organised by the 
. ; . . 

merchants of th~ shops of the street but after the breakdown. of the institution of the 

shih, mainly stoocl for the head :of the mer.chants' association. In his note\1) on the 

Chot{-li m.i'nit; _(:mA, KtiNG-YEN }Y" &-~, a writer of the early T'ang period, explaining ·.·' •. '. , ... ·,. ' . . . 

the offic;e 6fthe S1ichang,I~ j referred to.in th~ qou-li, says that the office was some-.. , . . . . ·. 'l 
thirtg:like that of the hqng-t'ou-_of his days. In th~Jmperial edict of the 8th year of 

Chen:..Yuan ffii. Jf:--(79;2··A:n.)'quoted in the Chiu-t'ang-;hu Shih-huo-chih lit rr!f ~it~ ~,(2l 

a· hang-t' ou~· prcipj:i~tor of a, hotel, and ya-fen 3f A or brokei·, were given orders to 

pr~vent the unla:wf~i acts of the merchants. In the books published during the period 

of North S4ng, there)~- appar·ently found no reference to the head of the merchants' 

associatiorts, but ;the complete works by CHEN TE-HSIU ~ 1i *,(3) a statesman of 

(1) Th~ ~~..°3/f~chu~su fi;:J fff ¥±~TE, Vol. 15, section of ss'ifrha~g $:ffk. 
-(2) - The Chii;.~t'ang-shu, Vol. 48, Shih-huo-chih, Part 1. 

(3). CMn-hs;·~shan-wen:chi ~ if!Dl1.;ie-~, Vot:7. -
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the period of South Sung, contains a story tha~ an official of Huang-ch'ih-chen 

Jft. iili {frffit, T'ai-p'ing~ch'ou j( 2f5. ;)-l'J, feathered ?is own nest by employing a hang-t'ott. 

According to the Wei-cheng-chiu-yao :tt }& jr., ~(l) contained in the Chii-chia-pi-yung 

·shih-lei-chiian-chi m ~ &, ffl ]j ~ ~ ~, the ch'ajang ¼ ,m or teahouse, chiu-ssu fRH ilt 

or ale house, chi-kuan "ftJz fi'g or public house, shih-tien jz fr5 or restaurant, k't-tei

fang :tll1 }J;- or safe deposit firm, ma-:ya ,m :5f or broker of horses, chieh-p'u f~f }lit or pawn-

shop,yin-p'u 11 wt~ or silversmith shop, and lii-tien fjJr: m or hotel, were each required 

to have their own hang-lao for the prevention of theft and other wrongdoing. The 

Chii-chia-pi-yung-shih-lei-chiian-chi was edited in the Yuan period, (2l but the content 

of the Wei-cheng-chiuj1ao, one· of the books contained in the series, was apparently 

written by a man 0£ South Sung. Again according to the Tmig-ching-mettg-hua-Ju 

IR /'?-..Wt~ 6l§I<,(3l they were required to apply .to the respective hang-Jao to employ 

a labourer, a craftsman or an artisan, :and the Meng-Jiang-Ju ~;; ~ ~J,(41 has also a 

passage to similar effect. The labourers' or artisans' practice ofhaving a hang-lao 

is similar to that of the merchants' · associations having their own hang.:.Jao, arid is 

believed to have been modelled after the example of the latter. HuNG MAI ;9t ~ 

writes in his I-chien-chih ~ ~ ~(5) that in Po-yang i~ ~~ the shih-wu Uff/ zg or· a witch 

who ministers well to the gods was called hang-lao, and· this noinenclature also, I 

believe, imitated that of the merchants' associations. We often come across a 

passage in a Yuan drama, where a popular singing-girl is called a hang-shou, ·probably 

·another instance of the nomenclature of the merchants' associations. In short, 

the foregoing remarks have made it practically clear, I believe, that in the T'ang and 

Sung periods, each of the merchants' associations had its head, who was called hang

t'ou, hang-shou, or hang-Jao ; and that the practice affected other walks of life. 

(1) Wei-cheng-chiu-yao, Vol. 8. 

(2) Shigeshi KATO: To-so Kibo-ko ffl" * t,J)ll :!i_j ~ (A Study on K'uei-fang tlli: :ljj or the safe deposit 
firm during the T'ang and Sung Periods) note 5 for Chapter 1; the Toyo-gakuho, Vol. r2, No. 4. 

(3) The Tung-cliing-meng-hua-ltt, Vol. 3. 

(4) Meng-liang-lu, Vol. 19. 

(5) l-chien-chih, Hsin (8th) Series*-*• Part r. 
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CHAPTER IV 

Hang as an Association of Merchants (II) 

Ip. the Sung period, the hang as the merchants' as~ociation was .under the obliga

tion calleµ hang-i fi 15t of supplying governmentneeds at its demand, and the merchants 

who belong~d to. the association were, in turn, to supply the government order. 

For the goods thµs_ supplied, the government paid the merchant who served them 

with the goods; but the obligation was. a cause of much grievance to the merchant, 

because .thie pri.te paid by· the governm~nt was lower than the market price, he .had 

to pay for the· transportation of the goods· himself and moreover the officials of the. 

goviernment ·used to tak~ the opportunity to squeeze money from the. merchant. 
l 

Ther~fore, at the petition of Hsu Chung:-cheng 11k i=p ]E, a merchant ofthe jou-qang 

~ fi_or pork and.mutton hang of K'ai-feng ~-Min April of the 6th year of Hsi:-ning 

J~~ • (1073 A. D.), a change_in the institution was effected in August by the govern-

1rn;nt, acc_ordirtg to which th~ merchant was to pay month~y or quarterly, according 

_tq his ability, to the govemment a fee for exemption from the hang-i, called mien

hang-ch'ien m fi. 1[j~_ or, in full, mien-hang_,i~ch'ien m fi ix~, and the government was 

to pay the _ merchant the market price for goods supplied to the government. A 

_result of tpe new system was that the merchants,: association forced petty .merchants, 

w_ho ha~ not joined the association y~t, to j_oin it, and to make them share the 

burden of paying the JJJien-hang-ch'ien, and several reforms of the system had to be 

carried ~mt to rectify this evil. In the 8th year of Hsi-ning N:~ ~ (ro75 A. n.), at 

K'ai-feng, the hang that paid· the fee amounted to one hundred and seventy in 

number, and in the 8th year of Yuanjeng ;t ~k~ ( 108 5 A. D.) the shops of different 

hang that paid some fee numbered more than 6,400, and the total sum of the fee paid 

amounted to .more than 43,000 min iffl, a min being equivalent to I ,ooo coppers. 

The new regulation was put into effect in the capital and in the country district, 

but the metropolitan system was abolished inSeptember of the 8th year of Yuan1eng, 

while that of the country district, being kept up longer, was done away ,vith at the 
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close of the era of Shao-hsing ff3 Jl (circa rr62 A. n.) of South Sung. After the aboli

tion of the system, both the capital and the country district returned to their former 

practice that required the merchants of the hang in· turn to supply' the government 

needs at its demand. Such is the gist of the studies by the . present writer . on 
the subject, by referring to the Hsii.:.tzi't-chih-t'ttn,g-chien-ch'ang-pien ir,t ~ t& jjj· ilit: 
:R irl, the Chien-yen-i-lai-hsi-nien-yao-ltt ~ ~ J..~ *~if ~ ~j; ,the Jttng-shih 'Shih-lJuo~ 

chih * ~ it il ~ arid others; · 

The obligation a membe'r of the hang owed the government, . was not limited to_ 

supplying the government needs at its demand. Ssu-MA KUANG T:¥1 .~ 7(:,, for' iri::: 

stance, gives in his Stt-shui-chr-wen ~ 71'(' *E r:lflll)' a story that when he 'wa's gdvei:nor of 

Yung-hsing-chun 7k ~ 11[, Wen Yen".'po ;f(.r?i tf. called tb his house some merchants· 

of the silk hang, and disposed of to them several hundred pi ;E of silk stored in<hfa 

house, and with the. view. of keeping up the credit of the iron money ii~~ he 'had 

the· merchants pay him for the silk in iron money; . In his Pei~hsing1'ih-ltt' ~t ff 8 ~ff<,(2) 

Lou YAo ffi: irm, a writer of the South Sung.period~ speaking of his trip when.he ac

compariled a mission from the court of Sung and visited Nan-chihg ffl Ji of Chin 

~; formerly K'ai-feng, capital of Sung, describes how the reception offidals of Chin 

sold the· articles, presented by the Sung mission, to merchants·. of so1ne . hang in 

Nan-'ching~ and obtained money in exchange for them, which they loaded 01'i' 

wagons· and. carried north. It was probably a· practice inherited from the· time of 

North Sung that the government officials of Chin sold 'those artides to me.rchants 

of the hang. In the light of these facts, I believe that the government officials made 

.· use of th_e m·erchants· of the hang'when they wanted to purchase what they rteedecl 

as well as when they wanted to sell ~rhat they had. In other words; it Wr,S probably 

one of the obligations (hang-i fi 1x) of the merchants of a· hang to ·purchase what· 

the government wanted t; sell. We read in the bio.graphy· of Han Ch'i lj[~ r{f· supple

mented to his An-:_yang-chi !Ji:·~Jh 14~, in the section of the first year of Ch'ing-!i ~ I!·· 

(1) Su-shui-chi-tven, Vol. 10. 

(2) Pfi-hsini-jih-h,i Part :t, 
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(1041 A. D.), that more than ten merchants of the silk hang of P'an-yi.ian-hsien, 

Wei-chou (iF=J v-M ~ mt ~) were each bid to lend seventy kttan C~t) of money to the 

government, and were placed ·in an awk~ard situation. This story makes me 

believe that not only in the sale and purchase of goods but in many other matters 

regarding government finance the merchants of. the han;g were taken advantage of for 

the benefit of the government. 

Such was the obligation the hang owed the government, but it carinot be as

certained exactly when the practice was begun. The reign of the Emperor Te-tsung 

it* of T'ang (780-804 A. D.) was notorious for the evils that attended on the 

Kung-.rhih 1r m, but the records describing the conditions of the Kung-shih do not 

warra.nt us to infer that at that time the hang had already been made responsible for 

such an obligation. My inference is that the practice regarding the obligation of 

the hang probably came into existence later than iri. the reign of th1t emperor, and 

probably originating at the close of the T'ang period or in the Five Dynasties period 

li {i:, it came to develop rapidly in the Sung period. 

I wish to consider next the relations among the members themselves of a hang. 

To those who are acquainted with the customs of the Chinese merchants? it may be 

easily suggested, .first, that in observing the Buddhist or other religious festivals, 

there was probably cO:-operation among the members of a hang, and I believe it can 

be corroborated by the previously given story in Lr MEI's Tsttan-i-chi $It~~ ~c. 
that at the suggestion of their headman, the niembers of the Gold and Silver Hang at 

Su-chou Y!,ff; v-1'1 made an offering to the Mausoleum of Wu-t'ai-po ~ -;!( 18 of a picture 

of a beautiful woman, or the story i.1;1. the Meng-liatig-Ju(l) to the effect that on the birth

days of the gods and the old saints the hang made it a rule to make an offering to their 

spirits; the ch'i-pao-hang -{; 1l fr or cloisonne hang, for example, making an offering of 

some cloisonne toy, the ch'ing:..ktto-hang W ;!l fi or the fruits and vegetables hang the 

fruits of the season, the yii-erh-huo-hang ffe., SE fr§ fi · a rare fish or tortoise. The next 

(1) Meng-liang-ltt/~Vol. 19. 
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question is : How did the members behave toward each other in matters other than 

religious ? In the sections regarding the Era of Chih-tao ~ m (995-997 A. D.) of 

T'ai-tsung .;t *' the Sung-shih Shih-hNo-chih, Cha-fa ~ 1~,(1l has the following story. 

The· merchant who sold provisions to the frontier army at the north frontier 

of Shen-hsi ~ gf!, was given a sort of promissory note that was called "chiao-

yin" 5z:. 3 [, and came to K'ai-feng, the capital, with it. In case the merchant 

was a " hang-shang " fi p~j, the merchants who were purveyors to the monopoly 

bureau (Ch'iieh-hua-wu tf ~ Jjj) of the government stood surety for him, upon 

which he was paid by the monopoly bureau for the provisions he had sold to 

the army. Or if the merchant so desired, he could go to a tea-producing district 

and get an amount of tea equivalent to the prices of the provisions. In case 

the merchant was nof a hang-shang, no tesident merchant would vouch for him, 

so that; unable to get any payment from the monopoly bureau of the govern'" 

ment, he was obliged to sell the. chiao-yin to some resident merchant, who in 

turn sollit to some tea·merchant. It may be noted in passing that the tso;;.chia 

~ J[ was a resident merchant in contrast to the k'o-shang $;. p'Jj or travelling 

merchant, · or peddler. 

In the North Sung period, there was a practice often followed that the govern

ment made payment at the capital for the provisions it bought for its army at the 

north frontier; or in place of money paid in kind, such as salt or tea: The above 

story is a case in point. The important thing to note in connection with it is that 

if the merchant who came up to the capital and presented a chiao-yin was a hang-shang, 

some resident merchant who belonged to the monopoly bureau would stand surety 

for him, but unless he was one, any resident merchant would not vouch for him. As 

, (1) Sung-shih, Vol. 183. 
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l,ong as he was a hang-shang, the merchant who dealt in grain in the frontier district 

must have been a grain merchant belonging to the rice hang of K'ai-feng, although 

it cannot be ascertained what the reside~t merchant dealt in. If t~e resident mer

c;:~a~t was an ~mp,orfap.t. rrierchant ~elonging to the same tice hang, it is possible to 

~egard tp.e abov:e, as a,case ofco~operation ~or :q:mt:ual benefit in business. afl:1-ong the 

members of the same hang. Of course, in case the hang-shang and the resident metc:hant 

were not, members of the same hang, we must not, it is needless. to say, regard it in 

such a light. However, even_ if they were not of the ~ame h,aJ!,g, _the fact remains 

that as long as. they, were rnerchants belonging to some hang or nthe,r of the same 

city,_ they made. muc~ of tl1e membership in a hang, and t,ried to help each other for 

their mutuaL benefit._ It is only too natural to infer from this that the member 
;· . . . '• ·' . ' . . 

merchants belonging to the_ s.ame hang should have co-operated with -.one ~nother 

fot their mutual :benefit. I am incline_d to. think that the most important use of a 

hang from the standpoint of a qa~g m,erchant, consisted in i,ts· being -an organ for 

furthering the cornrnon good of the,hcing members, and the most important.com

mon i.nteres.t lay in the mo~opoly of some pusiness by the hang membclrs. 

_ J\.s I. have stated al:>oye, in the_ T'ang period business w~s chiefly carried on 

withip. the _sh!h, a restricted are~ for qu~iness witl:iin, a city. .It was a system whereby 

the: spih. it.self tried,::to, monopolize bµsiness ... Hence w~ have rea,son tq· believe that 

various sorts of business were monopolized by the mercha11ts having their shops 

in the streets of the shops of the same trade. F qr instance, the ·. silk b,usiness _ was 

monopolized by the merchants of the silk_ ha.ng, and the gold and silver business by 

those of the gold and silver hang. It was the: natural result of the institution of the 

shih, and the merchants' associations were not responsible for it However, with. 

the gradual decline of the shih institution after the middle of the T'ang - period, 

followed by suc:h a complete, breakdown of the i.nstitution after the middle of the 

Sung. period that although some hang still retained their form, shops of some. 

trades were opened outside their hang, and shops of other trades were opened with

in the hang, the restrictions about location of the shops were almost completely 
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disregarded ahd the monopoly of the hang shops came to face a crisis. Urged by this 

situation, the consolidation of the .hang as an association was strengthened, and it is 

reasonable to infer that the.hang merchants tried, in. the face of the. breakdown of the 

hang as a street of the shops of the same trade, to maintain their monopoly by dint 

of the hang in the form of an association, achieving almost fully their purpose. 

Therefore, as far as the hang is concerned, the period from the latter· half of the 

T'ang. dynasty to the middle· of the Sung dynasty represented a period of the 

breakdown of the shih system, and at the same. time a period.ofthe:·growth of the 

hang as a merchants' association. As has. been stated previously,. the institution of 

the hang-i fi ix originated at the close. of the T'ang period or in. the Five Dynasties 

period, and rapidly developed in-the North Sung period. The hang-i or the obliga

tion of a hang" toward the government was, in my opinion, what the goverriinent 

demanded of the hang as a compensation, as a return for the government's recogni

tion. of the right of a hang continuing its monopoly, and it is not a mere. accidental 

coincidence, I believe, that the development of the hang-i went side by side with the 

development and consolidation of the hang as. a merchants~ association. The.re is 

not any evidence explicitly stating that in the Sung period· the hang of a trade had 

the monopoly of its trade; However, in view of the character of the " shih" and 

its relationwith a "hang'', and ifwe·consider, as will be discussed in the next chap

ter, that an association that was called hang kept its existence down to. the: Ch'ing 

f Pr period, and that the seventy-two hang of Canton JJ{{ Jfl -I::; + = fi each maintained 

their-monopoly of.their trade, I believe it may not be ·wide of the niark to ma~{e the., 

above inferences . 

. The member merchants of a hang did not always work together for their ·com

mon benefit, but it was more likely that the. richer merchants of a ha1ig tyrannized. 

over. the poorer members and made a monopoly for their own benefit. The Shih-i · 

Act m Ji t.k put into force by Wang An-shih £ !J; ~ in the fifth year of Hsi-ning 

(1) Tu-ch'eng-chi-sheng, Section of various hang ~fr. 
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(1072 A; D.) aimed of course, first, at increase of the national revenue, but it also had 

the object of rectifying such evil practices. The Hsii-tzu-chih-t'ung-chien-ch'ang-pien, in 

its section on the intercalary month of July of the 5th year of Hsi-ning, contains the 

memorial Wang An"'."shih presented to the. emperor, which reads in summary as 

follows: 

In the hang of tea, more than ten richer merchants are used to tyrannize 

over the rest. When tea is brought to the capital by travelling merchants, 

first of all they invite these tea merchants to a feast, and arranging with 

them to selLtheir tea at so low a price as will hardly bring any benefit upon them, 

secure their consent to connive at the high prices they are going to charge for 

the tea which they will sell to the comparatively poorer merchants of the tea 

hang. If the. present Shih-i Act is put into effect, the rich merchants and the 

comparatively poor tea merchants will have to buy tea at the same price with 

the consequent result that the richer merchants. will blame the newly-enacted 

, · trade law: The above information was obtained from a merchant of the tea 

. hang, but similar evils prevail in all other hang. 

tm tit:~ ff, F-1 31~ ~ + ftf- J=i, ~~ A t~¾lU *' gp Jt; [~=t tJ~~~, Z: :f£5E 

. {'.&'l, .tH: + f~ J=i JW Jf. ¾, £I! 7G Mc 1& 5f.lJ, 1H 1~-J, ~ 5E ~ Wt, gp 1kT J=i 1% 1& flJ,. t1-

1fat *tt, 4-Jtm .~ 1:k, ~p .tit+~ J=i, WT J=i ff ff ~J ~, lLt + ~ J=i, JW tt ~ 
1F!! 5ffr 1:k, Htt N t-i -!ft, gr. Ht ~ 1~J ¾ fr A, Hf\ trn J:t, ~·fi J5 ~· ~ tm lLt-

In the same section of the book, in quoting Wang .,;\n-shih .=E !Ji: E, it is related how, 

~s the richer ones of the comb merchants, haggling with the travelling merchants. 

who brought to the capital some materials for making combs, would not· take the 

materials at fair and reasonable prices, the travelling merchants appealed to the 

Shih-i-wu m &'1 F:#5, who thereupon purchased the goods, and turning .down the offer 

of the richer comb nierchants to buy the whole thing for themselves, sold the goods 

to· comb merchants at large. From these accounts, it seemed that even in a hang 

(r) Meng-liang-lu, Vol. 13. 
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the ri~her merchants, combining together, used to tyrannize over the rest of the 

merchants of th; hang. It is clear, therefore, that the merchants of· the hang did 

· not always work together in perfect accord, but it is quite probable that for their 

common interests all the merchants acted in concert one with another. · 

From the standpoint of the government, a hang was likely to be regarded as 

~n organ for hatig-i. In the section for· April of the 6th year of Hsi-ning J~~ ~ 

(1073 A; .n.), the Hsii-tzu-chih-t'ung-chien-ch'ang-pien *Jl ~ 1f:J fill 1nfE N: iftl\\i says that both 

in the capital and in the country hang have been established to supply various kinds 

of goods to the government.(1) There are also remarks in the Ttt-ch'eng-chi-sheng 1/) 

tk *E JW,;~<2l and the Meng~liang-!u ~ * ij/3l to the effect that hang or t'ttan have been 

set up so that the government ·might purchase from them what they wanted. It is 

written in the Hsi-shan-iven-chi im rlr )t ~ of CHEN TE-HSIU Jt 1}~ * that a hang has 

been set up for each kind ofgoods, and once a merchant joins a hang, he will long 

have to suffer exactionat the hands of government officials.(4l From these accounts 

we might be inclined to infer that the hang was nothing but an instrument for doing 

services for the government, but really such was not the caste. The obligation the 

hang owed to the government that is, the hang-i, ·was apparently a pretty heavy 

burden for a. hang merchant, but the tax was not levied without reason. As has 

been mentioned above, the hang-i may be regarded as a form of tax that was insti

tuted as a means·of the hang merchant's repaying the government for the privilege 

secured by his hang in the monopoly of the trade of his hang. In the early days of 

Sung, sixteen rich merchants of Ch'eng-tu nx; if), Ssu-ch'uan f.!11 JI[, were granted 

the privilege of issuing· a sort of paper money called chiao-tzu ·X. ~ and in return 

for it, they were to pay the wages of the workers employed by the government for 

measuring the corn to be taken as land-tax, and also to pay the expenses for repairing 

(1) *l~riHru~:lHJffi~=im,im. (MJlOIDiJU~ftmif!JD°, WUH+l}J[Uf, W]'g,Fi]J:'f~*' ~~+ 
1r} J.J, J:, ~ ~.) 

(2) t11 :t&x *c im. Crlr tit illi z :fr ;;{fi, rm 11, lf.f H * rffi 141' Jlt 15.) 
(3) J! !Ji'Hffe~-=- cm :l'ttlli z II D°;;{fi, ~ lisl 'g' I leJ J'. rffi :s'z:Jlt15.) 
(4) ~ ~ 1113t~ ~-1::. (~Jill{stm,-W~rr£, A f-i.,t:11t.~ ffi',.~ ~-;if J.J,~-=rri, ~ F.ti 1l/llt.). 
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certain dams. Later on in the Ch'ing period, the sale of salt and the pawnshop were 

licen?ed trades, and the number of the licenses to be issued was restricted. Thus 

the licensed merchants who were engaged in these trades used to reap a vast profit, 

so much so that not infrequently they were forced to make a contribution of a.large 

sum of silver to the governmentin the name of repaying favours and the like. Privi

lege and reward always go hand in hand. The hang-i stands mainly for a r~ward 

and in the case in question. the hang and their privilege existed first, · and were fol.: 

lowed by the hang-i. . The case. is not that the hang-i gave birth to the hang. 

In short, I believe that the hang as a merchants' association was a by-product 

of the system that established the hang as a street block. c;onsisting of shops engaged 

in the same trade. Co-operation among the member merchants .. of a hang was pro

bab.ly a· natural outgrowth of the situation that ·the_ shops of the same trade were 

assembled in one place. At first; they co-operated w:ith one· another in regard to 

religious, festivals; and then proceeded to. co'"operate in some .. degree' in m·atters 

connected with business for their mutual benefit With the breakdown of the shih 

menacing the right of monopoly of .the hang merchants, the merchants" of the same 

trade tried to maintain their privilege· of monopoly and organised themselves into 

some form of association, which taking the place of the shih prqved a means of 

protecting their privilege againstthat which menaced it. , · ,. · ·· · 

So much for the hang as a merchants.' association,:. )Wish to take up a couple 

of points regarding a hang that have· been left untouched:· so·. f.ar; ·· In the ·first 

place; as· far as a trade was coricerned, the hang street of the same trade. in a 

town was not limited to one in number. For instance, as,the;e were two shih, 

. Tung- and Hsi- or Eastern and Western, in Ch'ang-an of the T'ang period, there were 

probably two hang streets of some trades, one each in the Eastern and the Western 

shih, a situation we can infer from an account in the Engi-shiki},@ :g. S:t(1) (a Japanese 

Code of the Engi Period; 901-922 A. :o.) where 1t refers to the names of "teh" 

(1) Engi-sliiki, Vol. 42. See section qn ToshisliiAOn'FiJ. 
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(!&), which is synonymous with "hang" ff, of the Eastern and Western shih of 

Hei-an-kyo lf :12 }}( or Kyoto .. In such a case, we have to assume that there 

were two hang, two headmen, and consequently two merchants' associations 

of .the same sort in a town, each of them enjoying the monopoly of their trade 

respectively in their shih. As to their situation, after the institution of the shih and 

that of· the street of the same trade broke down in the Sung period, we are inclined 

to believe that when there were· more than one merchants' association of a trade in 

a town, they probably canie to be merged into one, the combined organisation 

ertjoying the monopoly of their trade. However, there is nothing in literature to 

prove this last point. 

In the second place, as I have stated above, in the period extending from the 

rang to the Sung dynasty each hang had its headman called ''- hang-shou " or " hang

lao" but-there is hardly any reference to this fact found in the.literature of the Sung 

period. The Hsii:tzu-:-chih-t~ung-chien-ih'ang-pzen: r-i: jff: YE' mHI: ~-iiii and some other 

books contain many references to the mien-hang-ch'ien :m fi ti ol· the· money for 

exemption from the hang-i; however, no references· to the hang-lao in this connec

tion are found in those books. From· this I am incliried to think that in the Sung 

period the hang-lao were not very influential persons, and just like the tunx,-shih. ii: ~ 

of the hiti-kttan in the Ch'ing period; were.in charge .only .of the business matters of 

the hang, while the more important commercial business _ w.as controlled by the 

richer merchants of the hang or- '·' chien-ping-cNh-chza " ~ 1# z ~ as· they were 

called at that period, in the manner that WAN AN-SHIH, quoted above, describes it 

in relatin_g the tyrannical behaviour of the richer members of a hang in the'.'fifth 

year of Hsi-ning._ Hence 1ny inference is that unlike the hang-lao in the T'ang period, 

the hang-lao in general in the Sung period were not installed by order of the goyern

ment, and were not employed by the government for police_ purposes, but only in 

some particular line of lmsiness which was likely to be infested by villains and rogues, 

such as tea-houses and bars, the government ordered a hang-lao to be installed, and 

took advantage of his services for keeping the ruffians under control; 
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CHAPTER IV 

Hang in the Yuan, Ming, and Ch'ing Periods 

The custom of having shops of the same trade assembled in one place was 

maintained to some degree even until after -the Yuan period, but apart from this 

custom the " hang· ", as merchants' associations of various trades:, has been kept 

up even to this day. 

The Liang-che-chin-shih-chih -µro ¥}fr il 7fi k.~, <1l quoting the inscription on the 

111:onument of Tung-yiieh-hsing-kung-pei Ji{ iffk fi 'g fi-$ that was erected in the rst 

year of Yen-:)IU ~ ffi{=j (13 I4 A. D.) by the Government of Ch'ang-hsing-chou :&: ~ fl'l, 

gives also the names, inscribed on the monument, of the contributors toward paying 

the expenses for building the monument, among which are found the following : 

+ :f,:f- A.I. .Ii ,~ff, lz§ 5t j{·, q~ ffi, ml ;/!jy:. 

i I) :9k mi iil. * ;1:111, * 3t 1l;JC, m.1 fa~, 1l;JC, ~ x 1t, uJt rlft, uJt mm, 11 It mri,-* ~ rnn. 
WR£m. i1n,~11<w~::,t~tfr. 

m1 ~;Jz m. · ~ ~i-rr, r~ ~, oo = *' 1J8 rt<, IZ9 ilil; x: 1i~, uJ~ + w/I; ~r-: rm. 
* x: mfiJ. P£ ii rr, f£it! !Ji, &1@, m1 x; it lf., ,~ .N.-

± :!=lli m. ~ ;l:ilii TT, ffl !:P ,~ ff, f~ Jf,~1, it~' FI'~ ll1Tf. 

1K t.f T¥J. ;; ~1fi tr, ~ ~, 1:t **' ml !£, =e ts. 
aB~J:f.1- 1-J~fi, ut~, ~3J§, Jt~,11 -Jc~, it~

fi Mm. ~ l~ fi, ~ft,~ :if,~ :faffi,~ r-1! ff@_. 

1JX ii pj. {g~ ~ti fi, ;j:J» ffi, 1I2 j}m, •-JEJc. 

Wfili ~ m. ~ ff~ ff, f~i EJ, iX ~-

~ ffrr pj. 11 µ)f fi, ~ ~, ~~i EJ_, 7!C:: 3t t~, 13[5 ff~~' iffi: 1i, 7!( :ti sg. 

-~ li P]. J° fi, ii ftE, mf tt 1fr~ rN,~, ~~ rn; ~F · 

~N :;f,( g;J m. Jr. is fi, ,.~ ftl:, iX $, i% :fc, £ ~-

JJt±i £ A]. JE m: fi, uJt~¾, I~~' ~Jt ~ J)t, 1x i}R~ ~' £ tf, ~ ,l;, ~ ;fi, 

( 1) Liang·che~cl1in-shi'h-chih, Vol. 15, 
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~ ~~~ 'nJ. ttN 1t fL it !¥-; -1;- 1~, rt 1lik• 

=f ~ 1J, :£ tf. ·mi ~1, ~ X ;£ft&,~**' 1~ ~ n1t=l, ~J~ !#t 1¥= 1¥-i, 1~ }[x ~-
The first words of each line above represent the names of deities, which are followed 

by th~ names of the donors of the money for building the shrines ~f those deities. 

The names of the donors are preceded . by words reading such and such a hang, 

which may well be understood to be the names 6f the merchants' . associations or 

craftsmen's associations to :,Vhich they belonged~ It is difficult to clarify the mean

ing of the names of all those hang, but among those whose meaning I can make 

out, are the following. : 

The Hsiang-chu-:hang ~;/:; fi or the Incense-stick and C:1ndle Hang: 

The Yin-hang iR fi or Silversmith Hang: 

The-Kao-shih-hang ~ ~IP fi or Junk Sailors' Hang: 

The Chingja-hang 1~~ ~ fi or Bair Dressers' Hang : · 

The Ts'aijen,g-hang ~l *Ji fi or Dress 1-fakers' Hang:· 

·The .Chin:.Jin-hang wtr! f.«&$ fi or Goldfish Han.g: 

The !'ang-ping-hang 1g M ff' or Sugared Cakes Hang·: · 

The S huang-hsien-hang ~ t1~ fi or Hest Silk Hang : 

The Kuo-hang :WJ:•fi 6r Fruits Hang:· 

The T'sai:.p:;-hang ~ ff\ fi or Coloured -Silk Hanx, : 

The Ch'tt-hang ]ftf- fi or Cooks' Hang : 

The Fan-shih-hang 'filz j£ fi or Restaurant Hang: 

The Chiu-hang mi fi or Liquor' Hang. 

From these passages, it can be made out that in the _Yuan period at Ch'ang-hsing

cli.ou ~ ~}M which. corresponds to what is Ch'ang-h~ing-hsien ~ ~ !{% in Che-
,; ,. 

chiang Province f:rfr iI i1'i' there were _many merchants' associations such ~s 1vt1,-shot1-:-
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hang Ji~\ fi and others.· Again the rimhorial presented by Yuan I-chi ~ .,.,.-. ,t 
Governor of Fu-chien jfijj B Province, to the then emperor in the Wan-Ji 7-t JI Era, 

(1573-1619 A. D.,) in which its author trie9 to impeach Kao Ts'ai r'§J ~' Chien-shui

t'ai-chien ~ ¥-l :;.t ~ or the eunuch supe.dntendent of the maritime customs, regard

ing his maladministration, reads, as is quoted in ·the· T ung-hsi-:)lang-kao * g!j 1¥ ~ 
by CHANG.HSIEH 5! ~-- of the Ming period~ in part as follows: . 

"For personal bertefit, he levied taxes upon all merchants, exacting more than 

700 taels of tzk-chin ~ ~ or red gold from the chzn-hang ~ fi or gold hang, more 

than fifty large pearls from the chu-hang r:i fi or pearl hang, more thah fifty 

pieces of blue and red chiu-huang mi j!f from the pao-shih~hang .:fl 15 fi or 

precious stone hang, two· mace of silver for every yeli.-:)lin ~ ~ [ or salt license 

from the salt merchari.ts, a large sum of money daily from every hundred silk 

merchants."<1> 

Setting apart for the moment the the cases of the salt merchants and 

others, the pearl hang, the gold hang, and . the precious stone hang will be con

sidered. The reference is to the gold, pearl arid. precious stone hang which ·were 

located in Hai-cheng district f.fffi j!If ~' the centre of the Fu::chien trade of the 

day; and the pearl hang which had.fifty pearls levied; the .gold Mng more than 700 

taels of tzt7-chin gold, and the precious stOrie hang more than fifty chiu-huang Yr&~,' 
are, in my opinion, to be interpreted as the associations respectively of the pearl 

merchants, the merchants who mainly dealt in gold, and the merchants who dealt 

in precious stones. In the books dealing with the various institutions of the Ming 

period, including the Ming-htti-tien 1:1}1 ½ ~' the Hsii-ttmg-tien ~ 1m ~~ and the 

Ming-shih Shih-huo-chih, there are found here and there some references to hang 

fi and hang-t'ou fi ~' but they will not be taken up here. All the above cases 

cited are. examples of hang in the provincial districts, but I believe they suffice to' 

(r) JR !§~~® A. . . ·. ~, 1!1(-tJJ rr J=i, ~ff JJx~~ -t:: 1f /W; =r;sJ-q'j- Jt{;k'9.1':n>f-iH!ft, • :fin :qx 
wnm~:fi.-f-~~, m~w,:ltibiR=tl, t'J.~tim, ~fm*mi¥x~ti J=i W*, *.;%f€u s t~~l s If,{ 91 ~w 
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;show that there existed hang in the Yi.ian and Ming period. 

~n the Ch'ing period, the hang of Canton were the most famous. The hang 

of Cartton were popularly known as the seventy-two hang -f::; + = fi, which, how

ever, at the close of the Ch'ing period, still ~bowed an increase and, including the 

sil:ver ,hang, the gold ,hang, the pawnshop ha1ig, the silk hang, and the tea hang, amount

ed to ninety-seven· hang in all. In Canton it was prescribed in those da:ys that unless 

he joined some hang, a merchant could not cafry on his business, and that in order 

.fo,.join a hang, he must be a trustworthy merchant, arid also have two or three 

rriercharits stand surety for him, and to pay about a hundred/iang jxfxj as initiation Jee ; 

but in actual practice it was difficult for a merchant to. join a hang unless he managed 

'to purchase the' good will of. a firm that belonged to sonie hang. (l) Some of the 

influential /Jang· buiit a hui-kuan WI tt, · popularly known as kung-so (l;-; JiJr, and as

sembling irt the hall worshipped· deities or· held conferences. A bell that was hung 

i.1;ifronfof the shrine of a yin-hang-hui-kutiiz iElH=:f WI t~j called " Chung-hsien-t'ang '' 

.,[({g.'£ had the folWwing inscription oh it :.(2l 

tt iER rr wr tiff .·"Yl t:r mJI tm ~ ruir 7}( ~ 1jt, -~ g\ m w~ Ji+ .:::: 4, ~ * l:f=I. -¥, ~~ li 

ff s, 11!~ JlJ ITI ~ml~-

" This is dedicated for all time to come, to Yiia:n-t'an-tsu-shih -:Jr. ~l! jjj§. tr\l, god 

of the Yin_:hang-hui"'kuan: Manufactured by Lung..:sheng'"lu ~i-~ p-J (the 

name of a smith) of Fo-shan-cheii 1?{; lli il, ih obedience to the order of the 

god, in March, the :fifty-third year''of K'ang-hsi ~ N~ (1714 A. n.) " 

The inscription proves that the silversmith hang of Canton built a hui-kuan as 

early as the fifty-thircf year 'of K~ang-hsi, so· that the silver· hang itself must have 

already been·in. existerice for a long tiine when the hui-kuan was bum.· The present 

(1) Shina-keizai-hokdku~sho (Report on the Economic Conditions of China) published by the 

TtJA-DOBUN~KAI. VoL II: •Ori 72 Hang and South and Nort'h Hang m ~l:rf. 
(2) CHozo MuTo: Ginkd-kaikan-naru-meiji-ga-yaku-nihya_kunen-zen Shina-ni-sonseshi-jijitsu-no

Hal(l(en. ifrR Di' jtr tr -o -15 M -/.J'> ff!,J = ~ 4 ~iJ :X ;/JjS vc. ff-1±" l, * J( I<)~ J\!, (Discovery of the fact that 
the term Yin-hang-hui-kuan ifrR D fJ! ju existed some two hundred years ago in China). Nagasaki

Kdtdshdgyd-gakkd KenkYukan-nempo (Annual report of the Research Institutei the Nagasaki Higher 

Commercial School), Vol. 3, 1922. 
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writer is almost inclined to believe that the silversmith hang of Canton was at least as 

old as the closing days. of the Ming period. Among the so-called " seventy-two 

hang" there· were probably, besides the silversmith hang, many others of long history. 

It" may be noted in passing that " Fo-shan-chen " mentioned in the inscription 

was then a flourishing commercial and _industrial town situated to the south-west 

of Canton. According to the Fo-shan-chung-i-hsiang-chih 1~~ 11.I ,'ft', ~ ~ill~ ;t(1l revised in 

the twelfth year of the Chinese Republic (r923 A.n.), there were scores of hang in the 

town; and among others, the Chuja-hang ffl ~ fi, or the hang of the merchants deal

ing in iron arid copper wares, had their hall "Chiang-chi-t'ang" u 1Jkif ~ built in the 

forty-fourt_h year of Chien-ltmg ~ft: ~i: (r779 A. n.), the Lien-fang,.hui-kuan ~ j1f ~ fit 

was built by the Chih-hang fflE fi or paper hang of Fu-chien in the rrth year 9f 

Ytmg-cheng * JE (1733 A; n.); and the Chin-yii-t'ang i,.: 3: '.£ was built by the Shing

ting-hang tr i1 fi or the new nail hang during the era of Chia-ch'ing ~ ~ (r796-r820 

A. D.). It is onlr natural to infer froni the cases of Canton and Fo-shan-chen that . 

during the Ch'ing period there were in all cities, large and small, merchants' associa

tions calkd ha1J,g, and the more powerful of the hc;ng built their hNi-kuan, as in 

Canton and Fo-shan-chen. 

AccOrding to the Tu-1nen-chi-liao #!~ f5 *c ruff', a guide-book of Peking published 

at the close ·of the Ch'ing period, there were six hHi-kttan in Peking, although my 

first-hand investigation in r927 shows thaf besides the six mentioned in the book, 

there were three more, m,akip.g the total of nine. One of them was located in the 

Lu-ts'ao-,yiian nf.1fi lli½l, outside the . Ch'ien-men Gate ruiJ f 1j, and was called the 

Yen-liao-hui-kuan ~N 31q. {t t'i?, also being .known as the Hsien-weng-miao 1Jll ~ r~ 
because there were.enshrined in the Hall two immortal wizards, Mei-hsien m 1111 and 

Ko-hsien 1t 11~ by name. The inscriptio_n on the cenotaph that was built within 

the hui-k.uan compound in the 17th year of K'anP,-hsi (r678 A. n.) reads in part as 

follows: 

(1) Fo-shan-chung-i-hsiang-chih, Vol. 6. 
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Ji]_ tr~ i:p ~ i:r, * ;It it 1/i !Iffl :L'lh -J5, ~ ~ 11-u rik r~ 1t J5Jr, * me, $i-~ 11=-~, J1J 

r:mltttli~, ®G~JEW-*111:l{, tl$1J~, ll~JE:rtll,tfrp, ~~IMJfi,$:ftf 

(i;:ffi,M~i:H~ ~, te-~~Jt;t. '€3,$N)J ~~, ffil~'W,tl ;t.tt,1I01i~ 1-- tfW=l> 

m.{t*~,~~-
In Lu-ts'ao-yiian which occupies the north-eastern part of the central section 

of Peking~ there stands the Hsien-weng-miao shrine. It was a long time since 

the shrine was first built, and having been weather-beaten, the eaves and the 

roofs were so worn that the appearance did not command sufficient respect 

from the wmshippers. Hence all the members of the Yen-liao-hang were 

assembled and conferred, and as the result, every member of . the hang readi~y 

contributing money, the repair of the grand shrine was effected. 

The inscription does not make any reference to the age of the shrine building 

but another cenotaph also standing within the shr.i.Q.e compound and erected in the 

6th year of·Ch'ien-lung ¥t: ITf (1741 A. n.) has an inscription that refers to it, saying: 

•.. :Et fi :9c .W; :tc~ iBF~, * fiE m lt.:: 1JlJ ~,~)doc:&:, EI a}! ft t'- ~ ii ¥Jl, 

s~tt1P~-
According to this inscription, the shrine building was built in the Ming period, 

and more than one hundred years had passed by the time mentioned in the inscrip

tion.. The period that was more than a hundred years ahead of the 6th year of 

_Ch'ien-lung corresponds t_o the period prior to the era of Chia-ching ~ frf of the Ming 

period. According to the above-quoted inscription of the cenotaph built in the 

6th year of Ch'ien-lttng and the inscription of the cenotaph bu~lt in the 24th year of 

Chia-ch'ieng, the Hsien-weng-miao shrine was again repaired in the 49th yelr of K'ang

hsi, 3 2 years after the repairs in the 17th year of K' ang-hsi ; again it was repaired 3 1 

years later in the 6th year of Ch'ien-lung; and again 77 years later, in the period from 

the 23rd year to the 24th year of Chia-ch'ing *' S,. The shrine was found in the 17th 

year of K'ang-hsi in such a miserable condition that the eaves were decayed and the roofs 

were falling in. Therefore, it is only natural to infer that the last repairs before that 

time, or the construction of the shrine itself, took place at least seventy or eighty years 
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before. Suppose the repairs or the cons_truction took place just. eighty year.s before, 

it would have been in the 26th year of Wan-i (15 98 A. D.) du.ring the reign of the 

Emperor Shen-tsung jjir:~ * 6f Ming. Therefore, we have to regard the Hsien-wen

miao or ,;Yen-liao-hang, as having been built during the Wan-Ii era atthe latest, even if 

not so early as prior to the Chia-ching ~ ttµt era, and hence the Yen-li~o-han,g itself must 

have been in existence since the Ming period. The solidarity. of the merchants of 

the Yen-liao-hang firmly united for the protection of their interests. is proved by the 

inscription ·in the" 18th year-- of Ch'ien-lung, which says that struggling against the 

attempt of cunning merchants to act as brokers in violation of the usual practice to 

the contrary, the paulownia m~rchants of the Yen-liao-hang appealed to the government 

and won the dispute. There is no literature fo prove that. besides the Yen-}iao.-hang

hui-kuan, there has been any other hang and hall in existence in Peking· since the Ming 

period: However, ·the inscriptions on the · cenotaphs ·found within their hall com

pounds show respectively that the Ho-tungjhz-hang-hui-kuan M J!i ~ 41 -fJfJ 'ffw, or the 

Hall of the Tobacco Hang ofthe Ho-turig district, was established by· the -Tobacco 

Hang in the 5th year of Yung-cheng * JE (1727 A. n.); the Yao-hang:-hufkua:n ~lfi fgr 

'ft'g, ·onh~ Hall of the. Medicine Hang, by the Medicine Hang in the 2211d year of Chia

ch'ing(r.817 A.n.); the Lin-hsiang-hui-kuan, llifn~iruiff by_theyu-hang fro fi or oil hang, 

.the Jiang-hang ffl fi or provision$ hang, and the yen-hang-~• ff or salt hang which alLcon

-sisted of the merchants from the prefectures of Lin-fen ffi ff} and Hsiang:-ling ~-~ 

of Shan ... hsi'Province rlJ r!!j~ in the 33rd 'year· of Ch'ien-.lung (1768 A. n.); and· the 

"Cheng:-i-t'zu JEZ., ·Wru, by the merchants of the Yin-hao il~ or the silver hang i.1;1-the 

49th year• of_K'ang-hsi (i7ro A. n.). Consequently there is no doubt that ·the hang 

was iri existence in Peking and its neighbouring districts .dl:lring the Ch'ing period. 

To ·sum up, it has been :made clear so far by the cases of Peking, Canton and Fo-:

shan-:-chen that during the Ch'ing period there were merchants' associatio.t_1s known 

as hang 111 existence in the towns, large and small, in Southern and Northern 

China, although there may have been some_ differences in the degree of their 

activities. The more powerful of these hang built halls as the places of their meeting 
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and worship.· Some of the halls were built at the close of the Ming period, as. can 

be learned' from the inscription of the monument in the compound ~f the Yen

liao-hang-hu"l-kttan, ·but it was more likely 1n the Ch'ing period that the practice of 

building its own hall by a hang became general. It is" needless to say that those halls 

owed their development to the · growth of trade and of the hang. The European 

and American scholars of Oriental studies like to regard the word htti-kuan as ·synony

nious. with the English word " guild ", but in my opinion the ht1i-k1,1an' corresponds 

· to the guild hall, and what corresponds to the guild is the hang, a merchants' associa

tion which grew_ out of the practice of the T'ang and Sung periods that shops: en

gaged in the same trade were ass·einbled in one place an_d made up a street block of 

that trade. 

CHAPTER V 

The Street of the Shops of the Same Trade before 

the Sui Period -

Apparently it was a very, old practice that the shops of the same trade were 

assembled to make· up a· street of their trade. In the section of the Ssu~shih ~· ITT 

of the Chou-Ii mJ ffif,. the Book of Ti.:kuan :l'!J! '§' has the 'following to say:· ,:', ,G1- :ft( 

i:z 53- :I:ift nu f~ ITT" again, ".G1- ~ Ilt 1fl$ %J nu 215- m-" These passages, which are very 

difficult to understand, carefully e~amiried in the light of th~ interpretation of the 

notes on the book by. CHENG. HsUAN' ~- $ of the Later Han period and CHIA 

KuvG~YtN' I & * of the r''ang peri~d, :me~n, among other things, that the 

shops dealing in the same goods were assembled and assigned to a section of the 

city, which- had been properly divided into sections. The date cannot be ascer

tained when the Chou-ii was edited, but · as it must have 'been · during ·either the 

Age of the Contending States or the Former Han Age, the inference is that the 

conditions described in the above-quoted passages from the Chou-Ii we~e preva

lent when the Chou-Ji was edited, and the editor of the Chou-Ji made use of his 
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kn~wledge of the conditions of his day to describe what he supposed to have been 

the conditions prevalent in the ,chou fflj period. The Hsi-tu-jtt g'.g ff5 ~ of PAN

KU 1,PI um, in the Wen-hsiian 3t ~,(1) which describes the conditions of Ch'ang-an 

in the Later Han period, contains the following passage : 

}L m rffl ~, ~ iu ~ 5J"-. 

1,,t iu ~ 5} means that the goods sold were different with each street, which 

was, it will be found thus, no other than a street of the shops of the same trade. We 

are justified therefore in inferring from these two remarks that about in the period 

of the Contending States and the Ch'in-h'an * l1Ji: periods there prevailed a system in 

which the shops engaged in the same line· of business were assembled in one place. 

From the books ofT'ien-kuan ;R if, Nei-tsai 01 *; and the section ofTi-kuan :L'ili if, 

S su-shih R'.I rt-f and S su-chang !~ *? in the Chou-Ii, we also know that such a street 

consisting of shops engaged in the same trade was called in t~ose days " ssu " I~ 

or " t'zu " :=x, although we shall not take the trouble of quoting those passages in 

their original form here. Therefore, in the section of the thirtieth year of Prince 

Hsiang ~ 0 the Tso-ch'uan 1£.11!1, describing the death of Po-yu 18 ~ of Cheng #~, 

18 ~ % ~ ~~ !~,yang-ssu ~ ~ is to be interpreted in, the sense of the street of shops 

dealing in mutton. Again, in the passage in the· chapter of Wai-wu-p'ien 11-- %111, 

Ch'uang-tzu ~1: -=f, reading : 

jf 7G j(l:i 1P * ft ~ t~ ~- z.i~. 
i:ti ~- z. !'\t must mean a street of shops dealing in dried fish. 

~.ill~- z. :=kin the passage~ ;J-.. A~'~ ::P· :t(i:r A ff.tfil ~ Z. *'Aim 7G r:kr], J=l.U :W Z. 

,ft~ in the chapter of T'seng-tzu-chi-ping-p'ien '@' -=f ~ frs ~ of the Ta.:.tai-li jc JIil Jfft 

also means a street of shops dealing in salted fishes. In his notes on the Book of 

s su-shih m m in the Chott-Ii, CHENG HsUAN ~ "!Z of the Later Han period, explains 

the meaning of " ssu " l=\t by the two letters fi JU hang-lieh, which again enables 

us to infer that the street of shops of the same trade was called hang-lieh in those 

(1) Wen-hsuan, Vol. :r. 
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days. _Hence, the letter :3/U lieh in the following passages : 

The Han-shu, Shih-huo-chih, Part r tit~~~ JG J: : 

fJj J!x:M-,ttJrr1%,@,, J;~~3iUJ!JiJl; 

The Han-shu, Shih-huo-chih, Part 2 : 

J, :et is Et, •. · 4- 01 ~~ ~ 9! ~ m :3/U, JW 4w :rjt;f,!J. 

The Hou-han-shu, Liu-p'en-tzu-chuan ~~TI fU iJJ;: ~ {JA{ : 

,m fl ~ :L-§J fi -g Jtfl, Ll ~ :3/U I~. 

is to be understoqd in the same sense. Again, according to the Wu-tuju ~ f~ J&t 

of Tso Ssu 1i. }l!.1, in the Wen-hsuan 3t ~' (ll such a street of shops engaged in the same 

trade was apparently also called ch'an )&. In the Engi-shiki ~ :g :a;, a Japanese 

statute of the Hei-an period 2p- !Ji: W], we come across a passage where the letter 

" ten " )& is apparently used in such a sense, aµd we believe that the old Chinese 
. . 

use of the word was followed here. 

In the chapter of Hsun-!i-chuan 11 }if. 1J:!1: where the life of Sun Shu-ao I,f- ;tll 

'JJ!l, the premier of Ch'u 3!, is given, the Shih-chi ~ ~r. contains the following 

remark: 

Prince Chuang~:\-: .:E of Ch'u ~ thought that the coins of his country were 

too little in value and had larger coins minted. The people thought it incon

venient and suspended their business. The headman of the market told the 

·premier that the market having been thrown into confusion, the ·people were 

ill at ease and could not settle down in their tzu-hang. . . · • Five days there

after, the premier went to the palace and told the king, "Your Majesty had new 

coins minted because the older ones were too little in value. But the headman 

of the market came to me and said that the market having been thrown into 

confusion, the people were ill at ease and could not settle down in their tzu

hang. Therefore, I beg your Majesty to restore the old conditions." The 

king granted the request, and issued his orders to the effect. Three days after 

(r) Ibid., Vol. 5. 
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that, the market was r~stored to normal conditions. 

~i: :x w, :m ~ !piJI, w!:11, ~ :m *' 1.r. ii 7F ~, ,w ¾ ~ :*, m -~ ~ z ffl; m ~L, 

~ ~J !J: ;It~, ?Z fi 7G %, · · · , 1& Ji E lfiJJ, if~ ~ .:Z ,3: El, fiJ .El ][ 5t, J;J, ffe.E 

~, 4- m ~ 3ft ~ s, rl=r fEiL ~ ~ 1x ~ ~, ?Z 11· ;;t·;s %~ J;I riil~ % :fJl :tln ~, :x 

~'f Z, ~ r -= EI , rro m 1£ ~-

The "shih" m refer!ed to ·_in the above.:.quoted passage was, in my opinion, 

not a business section, such as the Tung-shih Jil m or the Hsi-shih ~ m ,qf {::Ji'ang

an, .'Y~ere the shops dealing in the same line, of goods stood ib. rows, but a sort of 

fair where prospective buyers and sellers of goods occasionally assembled at certain 

fixed- dat_es. )n -the market place, the probability is that the merchants dealing fa 

the same sort of goods formed themselves into groups, arranging their booths .in 

rows·; and such rows were called'' tzu-hang." ?C fi. In K;orea there still obtains' 

a practice now; that in the market place dealers in -the same-- sort of goods foriTI' 

themselves int,o groups, reminding us of that which''probably prev;ailed in earlier 

tinies in China. - Hence ".the 'market was thrown irito _confusion·. : .'' probably 

refers to the situation that on account of the new, awkward coin being issued, the· 

mercbtnts could not transact their busiries_s · smoothly, so that they lefi their rows 

and were making a fuss. It is further inferred that later when side by side with the 

market system above described, the institution of the shih as a business section made 

its appearance, the older market· practice of keeping the same lirie of merchants to

gether in a group in. the market was applied to the new situation by assembling and 

organising the same line of shops into a street. Chuang Wang of Ch'u Jived 

about the dose of the Ch'un-ch'iu * ;f.1( period, and the above story was fabricated 

to emphasize the discretion of Chuang Wang.and Sun Shu.:ao fffi i}-R m:. The market 

syste±n given in the story might or might not be an exact description of the system 

that w2.s prevalent in the_ days· of Chuang Wang, but. the description must in some 

way be. a description of some very old institution, which there is reason to believe, 

continued in existence considerably long after the institution of " shih" as a business 

section came into existence. In short, the practice of having the s~ops 9f the same 
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trade assembled in a section of a market was probably the forerunner of the practice 

of having the shops of the same trade assembled in one place and organised into a 

street block. 

In the Sui and T'ang periods the streets of the shops of the same trade were 

sometimes called " ssu " I~, but mostly were known by the name of " hang 

ff". Before the Han period, including the Former and the Later, they were 

known by the name of ssu !it, tzu -:jc, lieh JU, or hang-lieh fi JU, and considering that 

the expressions '' hang-lieh fi JU and tzu-hang ::9Z fi " also apparently had been in -

existence, they might possibly have been called by the name of hang. However, 

it was not until after the Sui period that the expression "hang", used in the sense 

of a street of the shops of the same trade, came into general use. 

If the street of the shops of the same trade existed from a very old time, say, 

before the T'ang and Sui periods, what should have been the form of the mer

chants ' association ? The institution resulted from the '' shih ", or the business 

section. The street of shops of the same trade came into existence when the " shih " 

or the business section was instituted. The merchants belonging to the street of 

shops of the same trade enjoyed the privilege of monopoly in their line of business ; 

hence, although they had some occasions to co-operate with one another, they did 

not feel any special necessity of forming themselves into a strong organisation for 

common action. It was after the breakdown of the institution of the "shih" at the 

close of the T'~ng period, or even later, that they came to organise a real merchants' 

association. 

In the S.ung and the Yiian periods, craftsmen organised themselves into 

a sort of a trade association. The organisation was more often called tso 

{t, but was sometimes called hang as well. In the present paper, however, 

discussion of the subject has been omitted because the writer fears that the clarity 

of the present discussions may be sacrificed by the introduction of the new topic. 

Studies on the craftsmen's organisations will be published .in another paper. 

(Translated into English, from the Japanese text, by H. Kodama.) 




